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The	Lighthill report

“Artificial	intelligence:	a	general	survey,”	James	Lighthill,	1973,	Artificial	Intelligence

Scathing	about	“Category	B	systems”:	

25	years	of	non-achievement	against	grandiose	claims



[00:00:56] failures continually occurred also in computer 
recognition of human speech or handwritten letters and in 
automatic proving of theorems in higher 
mathematics. [00:00:56][0.0]

Automatic	transcription provided	by	Trint.com

BBC	"Controversy"	series	1973	debate	…
"The	general	purpose	robot	is	a	mirage”



AND	THAT	WAS	THE	END	OF	AI



FOR	A	WHILE…



Classification
A	particular	type	of	AI	known	as	machine	learning
Supervised classification	aims	to

Learn the	relationship	between	some	numbers	(features)	and	classe

IMPORTANT	CAVEAT
This	lecture	is	about	one	class	of	classifiers,	neural	networks.		There	are	
others.

AI:	Classification
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Why	“neural”	networks?

Dendrites

Axon

Axon	terminals

Soma



Why	“neural”	networks?
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The	perceptron
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The	perceptron	rule

1.	Find	some	training	data
2.	Set	the	weights	to	random	values
3.	Classify	each	pattern
4.	For	each	pattern	you	got	wrong

Adjust	the	weights	by	adding	a	bit	of	pattern
5.	Return	to	3	until	all	correct.
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Take the first wrong point...

And use it to adjust w:
w = w + η c(x1) x1

Here η=1 and (c(x1)=+1.
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No more points.  Stop!



Perceptrons

• Can	model	logical	AND	and	OR	functions
• So	provide	a	connection	with	logical	thinking!
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THIS	WAS	VERY	EXCITING!



BUT…



Perceptrons

• Cannot	do	some	simple	things

• Percepetron rule	does	not	allow	max	
margin



AND	THAT	WAS	THE	END	OF	AI



FOR	A	WHILE…



The	perceptron	(version	2)
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The	multi-layer	perceptron	(MLP)

outputsinputs

DATA INFERENCE



MLPs

• Can	model	logical	functions
• Curved	decision	boundaries
• Trainable	via	backprop



THIS	WAS	VERY	EXCITING!



BUT…



Multilayer	perceptrons

• Were	rather	unprincipled
• Not	as	effective	as	other	classifiers	which	had	probabilistic	
interpretations

• Seemed	to	be	difficult	to	train.



AND	THAT	WAS	THE	END	OF	
THEM



FOR	A	WHILE…



The	deep	network

outputsinputs

DATA INFERENCE



The	reality
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GoogLeNet

• 1.2M	training	images
• 1000	classes
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GoogLeNet

• 1.2M	training	images
• 1000	classes
• 22	layers	deep
• Training	time	– not	declared	(several	weeks	probably)
• Run-time	0.25s	on	my	laptop



The	reality
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The	reality
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Deep	neural	networks

• Can	model	very	complex	functions
• Have	a	rich	set	of	architectures	(many	not	mentioned	here)
• Can	be	“transferred”	from	one	domain	to	another
• Are	fantastically	successful
• Can	be	implemented	by	a	high	school	student.



Google	AlphaGo	vs	Li	Sedol	



THIS	IS	VERY	EXCITING!



BUT…





Fairness	in	machine	learning

• Joy	Boulamwini,	MIT
• IBM	Fairness	360	toolkit



Deep	learning

• Has	progressed	so	quickly	that	various	people	worry	about	ethical	issues
• Is	“black	box”
• Is	often	applied	without	adequate	testing



Debate:
There	is	no	such	thing	as	AI	Ethics:	just	ethics
Richard	Harvey	versus	Chris	Rees
Worshipful	Company	of	IT,	18:00,	2nd April	2019



Next	lectures:

text	(16th April)
creativity	(28th May)	


